A trip to Goa on two wheels and little else!!!
I was first in my eyes and my ears and my nose. Then, I was in my legs. Once in a while I went into my
head too, but knowing myself, I tried to keep these visits as brief as possible.
I recently concluded a cycling trip from Mumbai to Goa. As luck would have it, I ended up doing the
whole track alone, a circumstance I had not anticipated but was quite enthusiastic about. I can proudly
claim that a man can with serious effort in the preparation make 600 kilometers through hill country in
seven days, on the way picking up shards of confidence, old maxims, memories and, let me be conceited
enough to add, wisdom. After hours of grueling
battle with the elements under the noon sun, a
touch of the frightening and unknown in the pre
dawn hours, the omnipresent affection showed
by kaku’s on the way who always grew
concerned on hearing what I was up to; after
being the object of curiosity of groups of children
and grown men alike, not used to seeing a lone
person cycle down the highway, being inevitably
confused for a foreigner and being spoken to in
various broken dialects of Indian English; after
passing from the object to the subject of
observation, marveling at nature, marveling at
man and the proximity of the two in Konkan; I
gained to my delight a rich experience and
memories that’ll stay with me for a long time.
I began my trip at Vashi, starting an hour before
the sunrise on 19th of Dec. An early start, two

Showing off Cycle. I’d made the lights and the
indicators myself – an ultimate jugad.
breakfasts in the first four hours and lunch at
noon, this became a set pattern over the week.
I’d start at 6:00 and cycle till noon, resting for a
couple hours after lunch following which I’d
cycle a final stretch in the next couple hours,
halting at around 4:30 or 5:00. Hence the effort
in making that light and the indicators (Also
because it was way too much fun). The first
halt was at Nagothna, a small town just off the
angry buzz of Mumbai. It had the typical
structure of all towns I was to encounter, a
small market and some residences around it,

Day 2: The morning mists over a local river.
Photo taken over a prolonged exposure time.

while most of the townspeople lived in colonies dedicated to each of the factories that
were the main job providers. The next
morning had a premonition of the days to
come, with a small ghat covered in mist, mist
so stubborn that the sun was a mere speck
even at 9:00 a.m. in the morning. From this
day onwards, there was also on a daily basis
a change in vegetation covering the
untouched hills. In the temperate region of
south central India, the forest changes with
latitude and latitudes I was crossing, so I was
able to distinguish quite clearly between the
deciduous extensions of Mumbai vegetation
on the first day, a much wilder forest cover
the second day, the reign of crawlers with
Day 2: Shying the 9’O clock sun away
flowers later, the anthropogenic forests of
mango monoculture and the unmistakable coastal vegetation of palms, nuts and coconuts as I counted
latitudes over the week.
In the seven days, I halted in
affordable lodges in the towns of
Nagothna, Poladpur, Chiplun,
Hathkhamba, Kharepatan,
Savantwadi and finally, Mapusa
(Goa). Even the lodges were a
varied experience, while I found
very comfortable lodgings at
Chiplun, I was half afraid of being
attacked all night at Poladpur (A
mistake that has taught me what
to look for always while choosing
a lodge).
For the three days after
Contrast between the rooms at Poladpur and Chiplun. Inset is the
Poladpur, I saw little but Ghats.
These three days were exhausting Chiplun room, a very comforting little quarters, while I couldn’t
sleep properly at Poladpur from cold and fear
and made the trip somewhat
challenging. The nature in these conditions is beautiful only to one inclined to find her so. I was lucky
enough to catch a few glimpses of her in her majesty.

The highest point of Kashedi ghat –
the longest of them all, 12 kms.
Uphill and an equal distance
downhill. Mind it, downhill is no
treat on a cycle, you’re brakes are
tested and it’s definitely a very risky
affair.

Ghats are nature’s matabolic
machines. They take in glucose and
pay back in an adrenaline rush!

Nothing but curves both horizontally
and vertically, for three tiring days…

Finally, the trip was as much about the road itself as the people I met. I made some very good friends
and meted out tension to many a concerned aunties en route. All through the trip, a crowd gathered
around me whenever I stopped and people waved at me passing by. A motorcyclist even offered me
assistance up a ghat (didn’t take it). I’d often go off the road for lunch ending up in a village and found
someone in the village who could provide me food for nominal amounts if I were prepared to wait. The
home food of different places sated the desire for variety more than anything else. After all, every hotel
in India tastes the same!

Going off the course: The trip was much more that the road.
(Clockwise from above) Pundit Nene’s home – delicious
food and some homely advice; Rowing to the other side, to a
hot water spring near Vahoor with another family from
Mahad; The three monkeys who showed me the “Mugdha
Leni” below.

The overall planning of the trip, the route, the kit, preparation of the cycle (I’d made energy efficient
lights and side indicators myself for the cycle) and practice rides before the actual trip were some of the
things that went into the trip and I had a lot of help from different quarters in this respect. Besides the
funding for material and planning, I had valuable help from Siddharth Through Life Unlimited and also
from Bhupendra Kaka from Thane who had paddled the same road in a group decades ago. There is no
telling how thankful I am to this active support from friends and especially my family who were brave
enough to allow me to undertake this task alone.

